STANDING ORDER NO. 30

Subject: Standing Order for charging of Compounding Fee for MV Act Challans

*****

In supersession of the Standing Order No. 21795- 830/ UT/ E-1 dated 27.8.2003, The Police Officers (not below the rank of Sub Inspector) of Chandigarh Traffic Police shall charge the maximum fee as specified in Chandigarh Administration Notification No. 2/ 3/ 57-HH(1)- 2005/ 11496 dated 29.6.2005 for compounding of MV Act challans. In case, the grounds exist for recommending the cancellation of a challan, the challan should be sent to the court of the concerned judicial magistrate along with a report by DSP/ Traffic clearly citing the grounds for recommending the cancellation.

[Signature]
Inspector General of Police,
UT, Chandigarh.

No. 16054-95 / UT/ E-1 dated Chandigarh the 06/07/05

A copy is forwarded to the following for information & necessary action:

1. SSP/ UT
2. SSP/ Oprs
3. SP/ HQr
4. SP/ Sec. & Tr.
5. All DSPs
6. All SHOs
7. DSP/ Traffic
8. All Inspectors Traffic

*****
The Chandigarh Administration has issued fresh Notification for charging of Compounding Fee for MV Act challans (copy attached), so new Standing Order is placed below for signature please.

SP/ Sec. & Traffic,
UT, Chandigarh.